Connect.
Strategize.
Uncomplicate.
Transform.

First Legal is the premier legal support services partner of law firms and independent attorneys. You face enough complication
in your job. Legal support should free you from that burden. First Legal can connect with you anywhere in the file thru trial
process. Partner with First Legal from beginning to end, or at any point in between. Our one-stop-shop approach uncomplicates
the litigation support process for our clients. Work with us and transform how you think about legal support services.
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Online Deposition
Scheduling

Video

Speed through deposition scheduling using our webbased order system. An immediate confirmation lets
you know the order was successful. The system lets
you order and change service, and store your preferred
settings. View your calendar on desktop or mobile
device. With order information at your fingertips, you
no longer have to keep track of spreadsheets or other
people’s schedules.

High-def cameras capture the deponent’s demeanor
and expression, which can make the difference in
winning or losing a case. Video streaming allows
remote users to participate in live proceedings using
a computer or tablet. With a confidential username
and password, your viewers can easily access the
live stream of the event. With teleconferencing, you
can accomplish depositions across your state and
even across the country, eliminating travel time and
expense.

Court Reporting

Presentation

Have you ever struggled to find a court reporter
matched to your needs or litigation type? First Legal
Deposition Services removes that worry. You tell us
about your case, and we find the right reporter for you.
We use only certified court reporters with the most
advanced skills. We can choose from the most talented
and experienced reporters in the industry.

Interpreting and Translating

First Legal Deposition Services uncomplicates
your pretrial needs. As the trial approaches,
you’ll need court reporting, deposition
scheduling, and presentation planning. Many
parts, pieces, and people must connect during
this phase. The First Legal Deposition Services
division maintains a dedicated customer service
team. They are prepared to answer any question
you have and help you plan for pretrial.
Work with us how you choose. Place an online
order, give us a call, or schedule a meeting.
Simply give us your pretrial to-do list and get
back to work on your case. First Legal Deposition
Services works behind the scenes to do all the
pretrial legwork for you.

Interpreting and translating go hand in hand with
court reporting and depositions. You need crystal
clear communication to make the most of deposed
testimony. With certified interpreters and translators,
you are guaranteed an ideal match. Based on your
needs, interpreters can work in person, on the phone,
or by videoconference. Again, we choose only talented
and experienced people to fill these roles.

Transcription

If you need depositions, hearings, or recordings
transcribed, this service is available. Your depositions
contain sensitive information. You require accuracy and
expertise for all transcriptions. We know how sensitive
this can be, so we promise quick turnaround and
premium quality. Transcriptions can be certified and
delivered in a choice of media formats.

Partner with First Legal from beginning to
end, or at any point in between. First Legal
can connect with you anywhere in the file
thru trial process.

As you prepare for trial, you think deeply about
how to present your case to the court. Making your
presentation ideas become reality can be timeconsuming. Fortunately, we handle every detail so
you don’t have to. With one point of contact, you’ll
have access to technicians, presentation specialists,
videographers, and meeting space. Whatever you need
to make your presentation come alive, First Legal can
help. From PowerPoints to day-in-the-life site visits,
you’ll have the specialists you need to make it happen.
When you need focus groups, war rooms, or temporary
trial offices to rehearse and refine your strategy, our
presentation specialists can help. During the trial
itself, our technicians manage setup and breakdown of
equipment. You’ll never have to worry about technology
issues during a trial.

Conference Rooms

When you need an attractive room for a deposition
or meeting, and all the technology to make it work,
First Legal is your first choice. Work with one of our
representatives to schedule the meeting or deposition.
If needed, you can add in snacks or meals, and use
mingle rooms with refreshments, television, and Wi-Fi.

The First Legal Deposition
Services customer service
team is ready to answer
any questions you have.
To UNCOMPLICATE your
litigation support needs,
CALL 855.348.4997.

